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Objective

To obtain employment in maintenance field where  experience, skills, and leadership ability will be
utilized to benefit the organizations goals, provide quality customer service, and maximize 
productivity.

Skills

Forklift certified, can weld, can use a torch, can read schematics for wiring electrical components.

Work Experience

Associate Operator Assistant
ABC Corporation  July 1999 – August 2000 
 Performed Rigging up and Rigging down from pumps to the Wellhead.
 Ran slick line in &amp; out of case hole to measure fluid levels &amp; depths Maintenance 

equipment and redress tools for next job Operate crane.
 Maintained equipment up to operation standards Rig up on well.
 Helped and provide and instruction ranging from basic skills and knowledge to advanced 

training.
 Instructed the following courses, Word, Excel, Power Point, Access, and Windows 2000.
 Used various methods of delivery, such as training workshops, conferences, practical 

exercises, demonstrations, formal classroom and one-on-one, etc.
 Planned coordinated, conducted, and managed software applications and hardware 

operations for clients.

Operator Assistant
Delta Corporation  1994 – 1999 
 Assisted the operators to ensure customer needs were met.
 Removed rolls from arbors, packaged rolls and put on pallets to be labeled and shipped.
 Team player and got along well with all of my co-workers.
 Rig Up Pumps and Manifolds to the wellhead Assist operators in mixing sand and chemicals 

Loading and Unloading of trucks Installation of flow lines .
 Assist operator with running newly installed equipment.
 Maintain clean work environment.
 Analyze how to get the most production out of new equipment.

Education

Diploma in general studies subjects - (Hanford High School - Hanford, CA)
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